MLC MASTERCL ASS
HOLIDAY PROGRAMME

C L A R E M O N T

16—19 July 2019 | 9am—5pm

We have five fabulously unique winter-warmer topics
for girls and boys aged eight and above to enjoy. We
can’t wait to share new learnings and friendships as our
Masterclass family continues to grow—and we are so
excited to offer the Drama Done Different course for the

MIX IT UP - DAILY OPTIONS

Please see timetable on following pages.

SCIENCE pHUN
SIGHT, SOUND, SPACE, ACIDS AND ERUPTIONS
(No previous science experience necessary)

first time!

Let MLC science sensations Beverley Brader and Danielle Wright

FOUR-DAY PROGRAMME

coat and safety glasses and take on the challenge of dissections,

take you on a journey of discovery in all things science. Grab a lab

Culminating in a showcase for parents on the final afternoon.

rockets, solar sails, acidic diffusions and more earth-shaking fun.

NEW DRAMA DONE DIFFERENT

MAKE YOUR OWN MEDUSA

MASTERCHEF
WORLDWIDE WINTER WARMERS

(For safety reasons, participants must be 10 years or above)

(For safety reasons, participants must be 10 years or above)
If you’re dreaming of a white Christmas, our chef explorer Brendon

Delve into dramatic characterisation with Hollywood-trained

will lead you to gourmet greatness. Create French treats (beef

makeup and costume designer KT Crocker. This is a unique
opportunity to spend four special days immersed in design and
creativity, letting the imagination run wild. Participants will learn the
intricacies of stage makeup application and costume construction,
engaging with hands-on hair, wig and costume design. KT will also
give them valuable insight into the world of stage and screen.

bourguignonne and profiteroles), European favourites (shortbread
and goulash), sticky date pud from Britain and southern sensations
from the USA (mud cake and Cajun chicken).

ART
FEATHERED FRIENDS AND PHENOMENAL FLORAL
Visual artist Leigh Claessen enables participants to create fabulous

TWO-DAY PROGRAMME

feathered friends (flamingos and wide-eyed owls) using water

TWISTEEZ SCULPTURES WIRE GONE WILD

colour with metallics and pastels. The bright and beautiful work

Two days to go 3D with visual artist Leigh Claessen. Transform

of artist Jessica Breakwell will provide inspiration and evoke

your 2D design into a spectacular 3D sculpture, using wire,

imagination.

beads, buttons, feathers and so much more. Choose to take a

Our phenomenal floral day takes an abstract approach—study

representational or abstract approach, and enjoy a rare insight

flowers through view finders, look at their composition,use layering

into the work of world-renowned sculptors. Enjoy every minute of

techniques, conquer colour selection and finish the day with a

twisting and tweaking to complete a masterpiece.

botanical beauty!

FOUR-DAY PROGRAMME

MIX IT UP DAILY OPTIONS

DRAMA DONE DIFFERENT $500

COOKING

$125 PER DAY

ART

$110 PER DAY

SCIENCE

$110 PER DAY

TWO-DAY PROGRAMME
SCULPTURES

$220

For further details call 9384 4000 or visit
the MLC website at www.mlc.wa.edu.au/
learning/masterclasses
Bookings www.trybooking.com/BCZJU
Prices include all materials/ingredients required.

MLC
MASTERCL ASS
MIX IT UP

FOUR-DAY PROGRAMME

MIX IT UP DAILY OPTIONS

DRAMA DONE DIFFERENT $500

COOKING

$125 PER DAY

ART

$110 PER DAY

SCIENCE

$110 PER DAY

TWO-DAY PROGRAMME
SCULPTURES

$220

COST
INCLUDES
ALL ITEMS
REQUIRED.

C L A R E M O N T

TOPIC

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

MASTERCHEF – WINTER
WARMERS FROM AROUND
THE WORLD

J’ADORE FRANCAIS!

EUROPE AND A WEE BIT OF
SCOTLAND

CHEF BRENDAN’S BRITAIN

SOUTHERN USA SENSATIONS

AM Learn Brendan’s homeland tricks
to make the ancient chicken cock-aleekie soup with delicious cheddar
cheese croutes. Then explore the
Lancashire hotpot. A great one to
make again for your family.
PM Sticky toffee date pudding needs
no introduction—super yummy!

AM Brendan’s classic Caesar salad,
Cajun chicken with secret herbs and
spices, rice and Louisiana-style sweet
corn fritters.
PM Who can make the most moist
and delicious Mississippi mud cake
and spell it correctly?

pHUN WITH ACIDS AND BASE

EARTH-SHAKING STUFF

AM Common acids and bases.
Test some common household
substances to determine if they are
acidic, then make your own indicator
using the humble red cabbage.
PM Diffusion. Who would have
thought that M&M’s could teach
us so much? See how acid diffuses
through different sized cubes and
explore carbon dioxide and ocean
acidification.

AM Volcanoes. Build a model of the
structure of the earth,
then create a volcano and even some
volcanic rocks. Learn about real-life
volcanoes.
PM Earthquakes. Take a scientific
approach to discover the Earth’s
tectonic plates, then build the best
earthquake-proof structure to
withstand the most severe tremor.

(For safety reasons, participants
must be 10 years or above)
If you’re dreaming of a white
Christmas, our chef explorer
Brendon will lead you to gourmet
greatness. Make French treats,
European favourites, British pudding
and southern sensations from the
USA.

SCIENCE pHUN - SIGHT,
SOUND, SPACE, ACIDS AND
ERUPTIONS

AM Make the famous French classic
beef bourguignon and delicious
boulangère potatoes.
PM Get messy with chocolate as you
craft profiteroles.
Masterchef Challenge- The most
artistic chocolate creations!

SURPRISING SIGHT AND
SOUND

AM Sight. Work with light boxes to
discover how light enters our eyes,
No previous experience necessary.
Let MLC Science sensations Beverley then get engrossed in an incredible
eye dissection.
Brader and Danielle Wright take
PM Good vibrations! Discover how
you on a journey of discovery in
sound reaches our ears by making
all things science. Grab a lab coat
and safety glasses and take on the musical instruments and more.
challenge of dissections, rockets,
solar sails, acidic diffusions and
more earth-shaking fun.
For further details call 9384 4000 or
visit the MLC website at www.mlc.
wa.edu.au/learning/masterclasses
Bookings: www.trybooking.com/BCZJU

AM Christmas shortbread shaped as
you wish for morning tea.
Still Hungary?! Enjoy goulash and
spätzle created with the special
German grating sieve.
PM Waltz to the Café Sacher in
Vienna to try their sachertorte
chocolate cake.

TRAVEL TO ANOTHER
STRATOSPHERE
AM Rocket Race. Who will use the
morning’s learnings to design the
best rocket ship? We’ll put them to
the test.
PM Solar Sails. Rockets can only get
us so far; let’s harness the energy
from the sun to travel to the furthest
parts of the solar system.

MLC
MASTERCL ASS
MIX IT UP
TOPIC
ART

Visual artist Leigh Claessen will
harness participants’ creativity over
four incredible days.
Two-Day Programme
Tuesday–Wednesday
Twisteez Sculptures – Wire Gone
Wild
Two days to go 3D. Transform your
2D design into a spectacular 3D
sculpture using wire, beads, buttons,
feathers and so much more.
Feathered Friends
Thursday
Finesse feathered friends (flamingos
and wide-eyed owls) using water
colour with metallics and pastels.

FOUR-DAY PROGRAMME

MIX IT UP DAILY OPTIONS

DRAMA DONE DIFFERENT $500

COOKING

$125 PER DAY

ART

$110 PER DAY

SCIENCE

$110 PER DAY

TWO-DAY PROGRAMME
SCULPTURES

$220

COST
INCLUDES
ALL ITEMS
REQUIRED.

C L A R E M O N T

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

TWISTEEZ SCULPTURES –
WIRE GONE WILD

TWISTEEZ SCULPTURES –
WIRE GONE WILD

FEATHERED FRIENDS –
WATER COLOUR

PHENOMENAL FLORAL

Two days to go 3D.
Day One
Enjoy a rare insight into the work
of world-renowned sculptors
complimented by Leigh’s passion
and tuition.

Two days to go 3D.
Day Two
Transform your 2D design into a
spectacular 3D sculpture, using wire,
beads, buttons, feathers and so
much more. Enjoy every minute of
twisting and tweaking to complete a
masterpiece.

Join in the fun finessing feathered
friends (flamingos and wide-eyed
owls) using water colours with
metallics and pastels. The bright
and beautiful work of artist Jessica
Breakwell will provide inspiration
and evoke imagination.

Select materials and choose to
take a representational or abstract
approach when

An opportunity to take an abstract
approach. Study flowers through view
finders, look at their composition,
then use layering techniques and
considered colours to create a
botanical beauty.

designing the sculpture on paper.
Explore the elements of construction
and assemblage.

Phenomenal Floral
Friday
A more abstract approach—study
flowers through view finders,
conquer colour selection and finish
the day with a botanical beauty!
Copyright Pinterest

For further details call 9384 4000 or
visit the MLC website at www.mlc.
wa.edu.au/learning/masterclasses
Bookings: www.trybooking.com/BCZJU

Copyright Pinterest

Copyright Jessica Breakwell

Copyright Hayley Wills

